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Stress reduction, says yoga teacher Jean Lien, is the primary factor her students list 
as their reason to learn yoga. “The goal of classical yoga is to calm the turbulent 

waves of the mind,” Jean says. “Controlling the mind is considered the key to hap-
piness.” 
 Jean began yoga classes in the 1970s and has practiced continually since 1991.  Her 
fulltime job as a medical technologist at Eastern State Hospital and the demands of 
being a wife and mother “prompted my sabbatical,” she says of the gap in the ‘80s, 
“but in retrospect, I realize I should have kept it up. It’s such a wonderful thing when 
you’re leading a busy, stressful life.”

Jean Lien
Cultivates the Body-Mind-Spirit Connection

by Greg Lilly, Lifestyle Editor

Calming the Turbulent Waves

Yoga
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 Her son, JP, was old enough in the early 
1990s that Jean felt she could attend an after-
work class. Eastern State provided yoga sessions 
led by Rosie Taylor, and Jean and a co-worker 
decided to go. “I’ve been attending classes ev-
ery week since 1991,” she adds. 
 Recently, Jean took her interest in yoga to 
a more in-depth level and became a registered 
yoga teacher.  After her retirement from East-
ern State, she began working at Anahata Yoga 
Center of Williamsburg. She had practiced 
the asana, or physical poses, but discovered 
much more.  “I met a self-proclaimed yogi at a 
workshop, and he said he didn’t do the physi-
cal poses,” Jean says. “I thought: What does he 
mean?”
 She wanted to learn more and decided to 
enroll in yoga teacher training.  In Bucking-
ham County, VA, Jean attended a workshop 
at Satchidananda Ashram founded by Swami 
Satchidananda.  Integral Yoga was the focus, 
and Jean found this type of practice met her 
needs by combining the physical movements 
with the yoga philosophy.  
 “Swami Satchidananda believed the physical 
practice was just as important as the mental,” 

Jean says.  In 2009, she became a certified Inte-
gral Yoga Beginner Teacher.
 Jean lists four branches of yoga: “Karma yoga 
is the yoga of service; Jnana yoga involves self-
inquiry; Bhakt yoga is one of devotion to God; 
and Raja yoga is the eight-limbed path that 
includes the physical and breathing practices, 
along with sensory control, concentration, 
meditation and contemplation. It was called 
Raja yoga,” she adds, “because only kings had 
the time to practice with the goal to be happy 
in life.”  
 In her classes, Jean touches on the different 
branches, but the physical aspect is the primary 
focus for her students, which falls under the 
hatha style. Hatha yoga is the slow and smooth 
practice of the physical poses (or asanas). “It’s 
not real strenuous practice,” Jean says. “You 
do a pose, then rest, pose, then rest. It’s a con-
trolled activity.  We feel the mind can be con-
trolled with the poses and the breathing, that’s 
what hatha yoga is.”
 The foundation is the body and mind con-
nection. “As a teacher,” Jean explains, “it’s im-
portant to learn what the students are looking 
for and adjust the class to that. Yoga is not a 

physical exercise, but rather incorporates body, 
breath and mind,” she says. “You relax the 
body and the mind can relax. Your breath is 
the intermediary that hooks it all together – a 
mind, body, breath connection.”
 She talks of “mindfulness” – students in-
volve their mind in what their body is doing. 
“And you’re breathing,” she adds. “You inhale 
and exhale to every part of the posture.”
 The mental benefits of yoga stem from this 
mindfulness.  The poses and the breathing allow 
deep relaxation, concentration and meditation.  
“A person can move to the silence of the inner 
self,” Jean explains. “This silent conscious can 
provide guidance to live our lives to the fullest. 
We all think we’re our body and our mind, but 
we’re not the body or the mind, we’re what we 
are inside.  When we realize that and get there, 
that’s what brings us true happiness and peace.  
That’s getting into the spiritual aspect.”
 When the practice of yoga reaches into the 
spiritual side, some students pull back. Al-
though yoga has roots in Eastern philosophies, 
uses Sanskrit terminology, and is practiced in 
some religions, it is not a religion.  Jean under-
lines that by stating it again: “Yoga is not a reli-
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gion,” Jean says. “It can be a spiritual practice, 
if you want it to be. Each person can determine 
how they want to use yoga: as a physical prac-
tice or as a spiritual practice.” That is why she 
stresses talking with a potential instructor to 
explore the facets you want to incorporate.  
 On the physical side, Jean says, “Hatha yoga 
benefits the respiratory, endocrine, circula-
tory, digestive, nervous, lymphatic, skeletal 
and muscular systems.” She adds, “Bones are 
strengthened, and muscles are stretched and 
toned; the heart is strengthened by inversions.  
Certain poses restore and improve balance.” 
Other physical aspects she lists include how 
the poses and breath work modulate the sym-
pathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems.  
Twists and forward folds flex and lengthen the 
spine. The series of movements and mindful 
breathing stimulate glands and organs, along 
with enhancing lymph drainage and blood 
flow.
 “The breath is a magical thing,” Jean ex-
plains. “It helps relax the muscle groups and 
helps relax the mind.  The breath is the big key.  
In my classes, I try to do breath work in every 
class. It is important for the teacher to facilitate 

the breath work since the student is thinking 
about the poses.”  She advises that instructors 
should talk and guide through the whole class, 
not in the motivational ways of an aerobics in-
structor, but in a focused method of ensuring 
the body, mind and breath connection.
 The goal of yoga is not to have sore muscles 
the next day. “It’s a daily practice,” Jean says, 
“not a rigorous workout.  It’s a body-mind con-
nection.” Deep relaxation is part of the final 
stage of yoga practice, a relaxation of the mind 
and body. “The whole goal,” Jean explains, “is 
to move to that inner silence.” 
 Both men and women study yoga in the 
Williamsburg area.  Jeans says that 30% of her 
beginning students are men.  The “no pain, no 
gain” concept of fitness is difficult for men and 
some women to overcome.  “Exercise and well-
being don’t have to leave you sore.”
 Stillness of mind may be difficult for some, 
but everyone has experienced it. Gazing at a 
sunset, losing yourself in the flow of water over 
a stony creek bed, or escaping into music are 
examples in mind-body relaxation.  Jean sug-
gests a way to practice clearing your mind and 
going to that peaceful state is to sit and focus 

on your breath. “As thoughts come into your 
mind,” she says, “you acknowledge them and 
let them go. Focus on the breath.  You sit there, 
and a thought pops in your head: ‘What am I 
going to have for dinner? Gee. I’m hungry.’ Let 
it go. Focus on the breath. You’re working with 
the mind, which is like a rebellious child, and 
bringing it back to stillness.”
 Even in the traumatic times in life, yoga 
practice has helped Jean. “In 2000, I was di-
agnosed with breast cancer,” she says.  “I was 
concerned that the radical mastectomy would 
change my yoga practice, but yoga actually en-
hanced my recovery.  I am a ten year survivor 
now.”
 Yoga has been a stabilizing practice in Jean 
Lien’s life and a part that she wants to share 
with other people through her teaching. The 
many branches and styles of yoga offer rich and 
varied opportunities to deal with and calm the 
stresses of life. “Come to a class to try it,” Jean 
suggests, “let the teacher know what you are 
looking for.”  Toning, flexibility, concentration, 
and calming “the turbulent waves of the mind” 
can make yoga practice a healthy discovery for 
your life too. NDN


